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1.

Introduction

1.1. A (Coin) Image is Worth a Thousand Words
Images play a major role in the media strategies of politicians and monarchs wishing to raise
their prestige, authority and sovereignty.1 Within modern media, nowadays, digital
communication platforms have become an essential communication tool, even among
sovereigns.2 The use of the popular social networking service Instagram in particular––a
visual mass medium par excellence––has substantially increased among political actors.3 By
sharing emotional as well as historic moments with their followers, politicians and monarchs
establish a personal tie with their audience, which amounts to their public acknowledgement.
The British royal family, for instance, employs a “Digital Engagement Team” as part
of “Royal Communications” to set up their social media channels, reaching tens of millions
of followers.4 Those royal communication experts predominantly use these platforms for
publishing authorized photographs of memorable dynastic or political events (e.g. weddings,
opening ceremonies, charity events, jubilees) in order to promote “the work, role, relevance
and value of the Royal Family to a worldwide audience.”5 When Queen Elizabeth II first
posted an Instagram photo by herself, her communication department issued a press release,
and newspapers worldwide reported about it.6
Interacting with recipients through the “rhetoric of visual media” has an unbroken
tradition throughout European history.7 Since antiquity, one medium has continuously played
a central role in representation and collective remembrance: the coin. From the 7th century
BCE on, rulers have used coins in order to express legitimacy, spread political messages and
build social identity by striking their portraits as guarantees of value.8 Combining images and
inscriptions in a small space, the coin evolved as the ideal medium for conveying strong
statements in a symbolic but concise way.9
Based on coin images, spreading messages in such a sophisticated manner was the
crucial incentive for Italian Renaissance artists and rulers to propagate the portrait medal as a
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new art form.10 The medal, a coin-like medium without monetary value, served for personal
publicity.11 Thus, in early modern Europe rulers regarded medals as appropriate instruments
of propaganda and historiography, as they could commemorate their portraits on one side and
noteworthy events of their reign (e.g. coronations, weddings, political achievements or
charitable foundations) on the other side. As handy objects, their medals could be easily
distributed throughout Europe.12 Regarding the subject matter, illustrations on 18th-century
medals can be compared to today’s press photographs, as the following pages will show.

1.2. Maria Theresa in a Line of Traditions: Coins, Medals & Representation Strategies
In the second half of the 17th century, the French king Louis XIV (reg. 1638-1715) raised the
baroque medal to a new height by commissioning a plethora of commemorative medals to
promote political projects and events.13 With this reportage-like series of medals, Louis XIV
invented a medal-based historiography––a so-called histoire métallique.14 These medals
gained wide publicity, as they were published in French- and German-language books, which
soon became part of every major numismatic or historical library.15 Hence, Louis XIV set a
movement that inspired many monarchs to start up their own medal production in order to
leave a metallic monument to themselves. Therefore, medals had already come into vogue
when Maria Theresa (reg. 1740-1780) ascended the throne. By striking medals, she continued
a trend that her father, Emperor Charles VI (reg. 1711-1740), had already followed as he
improved the technical standards of medal production in Vienna and established an
Engraving Academy (Graveurakademie) for the training of new medalists.16The reign of
Maria Theresa was ensured through the Pragmatic Sanction, which guaranteed the female
succession in the Habsburg lands. On her medals, Maria Theresa appeared as empress, queen
in her own right of Hungary and Bohemia, and wife and mother at the same time.17 Hardly
any other visual medium depicted different aspects of her self-conception, her „flexibility of
identidies”, in such a manifold way. Her rulership was characterized by the exceptional
reforms she initiated. The educational, agricultural, military and financial reforms can be seen
as a necessary consequence of the War of Austrian Succession which had exposed the
weakness of the Habsburg Monarchy whith its anitquated administration and economic
deficites. In particular, the innovations in the agricultural and educational sector are
documented in numerous medals, for example as awards of technical schools or agricultural
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societies. Regarding their functional use, the medals of Maria Theresa resembled those of
other monarchs of her day, but as occasion-related artefacts, they are cultural-historical
witnesses to the specific reign of Maria Theresa and her political communication.
Recent studies of the medalproduction of Maria Theresa showed that she had a direct
influence on the coinage. 18 Due to the centralization in the Viennese Mint and its connection
to state authorities, the genesis of medals is better documented than of other art genres.
Coins, on the other hand, differ from medals as they were official means of payment and
were therefore very exclusively subject to the ruler's regulations. As regent of Austria,
Hungary, Bohemia, the Austrian Netherlands and Lombardy Maria Theresa had the right to
mint her own coins. Therefor she was the only Empress of the Holy Roman Empire -- she
received this title through her husband Emperor Francis I Stephen (reg. 1745-1765) -- who
was able to mint her own coins.19
1.3. Coins & Medals of Maria Theresa: Previous Research and Current Study
Since 2017, historians have produced many studies on the biography, political role,
monarchic representation and art policies of Maria Theresa.20 A couple of these works have
outlined diverse roles of visual communications during her reign and have analyzed
modalities of her representation in a wide range of art genres.21 Werner Telesko recently
showed how different types of portraits had been shaping various images of the queen and
emphasized the significant role of medals in her representation.22
The coinage of Maria Theresa was published in its entirety by Eypeltauer, but her
medals have not been fully processed.23 A selection of medals were published in a catalogue
raisonné for the first time in 1782.24 The author of this book may have been Archduchess
Maria Anna (1738-1789), the eldest daughter of Maria Theresa, who probably had support
from Adauctus Voigt (1733-1787), a renowned numismatist from Prague.25 This publication
shows over 300 medals of Maria Theresa, the Imperial family and outstanding statesmen. As
the only compilation in this regard until today, it is still seen as a standard numismatic work.
However, particularly in the last ten years, one can determine an increased interest in medals
as visual sources in (art) historical discussions.26 Nevertheless, each of these studies only
focused on particular cases and did not examine the medals in a broader context.
To fill at least a small part of this gap in the broad field of medal history, this paper
attempts to examine medals as a medium of representation and visual communication from a
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holistic point of view. Accordingly, chapter two part of this contribution conducts a brief
survey of Maria Theresa’s medals in general by analyzing the historical occasions to which
they refer, discussing the different functions they fulfilled and outlining their later reception.
The third section is concerned with the image that coins and medals created of Maria Theresa
and her reign. More precisely, it explores the iconography of her portraits as well as the
reverse illustrations regarding politics, dynastic issues and gender. The fourth section
provides an insight into the conditions of medal production, discussing the roles of inventors,
engravers and commissioners concerning the regulations in creating medals for the
Habsburg-Lorraine court. Finally, a conclusion summarizes these aspects with reference to
the representation of Maria Theresa in her coins and medals.

2.

The Spectrum of Medals and their Target Audiences

In Maria Theresa’s lifetime, more than 200 different types of medals were created for her
commemoration.27 Generally, they depict her portrait on the obverses and record memorable
occasions of her reign on their reverses. Her medals are occasionally classified into “official”
and “commercial/private” ones.28 The first were struck for official purposes under
governmental initiative and control by the staff of the Imperial and Royal Central Mint in
Vienna (k. k. Hauptmünzamt) or the Mint of Brussels.29 These “official” medals make up
almost two thirds of the entire spectrum. The others were designed and produced by foreign
medal-makers, mostly with intent of selling them to medal collectors (Graph 1).

Graph 1: The origin of 212 different types of medals struck for Maria Theresa by percentage.
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2.1. Medals of Maria Theresa: Subject Matter
In general, the whole spectrum of Maria Theresa’s medals comprises the following four
topics: sovereignty, domestic affairs, military affairs and the dynasty (Graph 2). Statistics
show that about 35% of Maria Theresa’s medals feature sovereignty as a central topic.30 A
major part of this group consists of portrait medals that bear the political motto of Maria
Theresa on the reverse (Gnadenmedaillen) (Fig. 1). Most of the others commemorate her
homage ceremonies in Austria, the Netherlands and Milan or her coronations in Hungary
(1741) (Fig. 2) or Bohemia (1743). Many were produced and distributed throughout her
reign, even though the event may have taken place years ago. For instance, Maria Theresa
presented medals of her Hungarian coronation (1741) as a gift to a French priest in 1769.31
The group of medals dealing with domestic affairs is conspicuously more
heterogeneous, covering a broad range of matters, such as promotion of the economy, the
educational system or patronages of public works. These medals
are closely related to Maria Theresa's extensive program of educational, agricultural, military
and financial reforms. They amount to approximately 36% of the whole spectrum of medals,
and nearly all of them origine from the Viennese Mint. The majority of them fulfilled
particular functions besides preserving the memory of Maria Theresa’s political
accomplishments; for example, commemorative medals, which marked the constructions of
buildings, were laid together with a foundation stone or prize medals were presented as
awards for inventors of technical or economical improvements (Fig. 3).32
In contrast, medals related to military affairs mostly had no ceremonial functions but
rather were produced for commemorative matters (Fig. 4). They amount to 18 % of the total
and illustrate successful military actions such as decisive battles, occupations or peace
treaties.33 Medals with military topics were produced in large editions and come in nearly
equal numbers from the Viennese Mint and foreign workshops. Particularly noteworthy is the
medal series by medalist Anton Wideman (1724-1792) on the Habsburg-Lorraine victories in
the Seven Years' War. These medals show on the obverse the double portrait of Maria Theresa
and Francis Stephen as a sign of the jointly-fought victories by the ruling couple.34
Less than 10 % of the medals bearing Maria Theresa’s portrait on the obverse deal
with the royal family. This is noticeable, as the continuation of the Habsburg-Lorraine
dynasty was of high importance in respect of the War of the Austrian Succession. In contrast
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to medals, the nuclear family was a more often a central topic of paintings.35 The fact that
nearly three times as many of these “dynastic medals“ came from foreign medalists than from
Habsburg engravers implies that these medals were primarily designed for the collectors’
market (Fig. 5).
Furthermore, anonymous medal-makers, probably from the independent Netherlands,
distributed medals of political satire, which circulated in large quantities although they were
of comparatively poor workmanship. However, their total share amounts only to about 2% of
all medal types.36

Graph 2: Topics and origins of Maria Theresa’s medals in numbers of different medal types (total: 212).

2.2. More than Images: Functions and motivations of Medals
In 1751, when Maria Theresa had barracks built in Vienna, she personally laid a specially
created medal together with the foundation stone (Grundsteinmedaille). The obverse showed
her portrait; the reverse inscription read in Latin “… that this important building was …
constructed by order and on account of the great Austrian heroine Maria Theresa” (Fig. 3).37
Medals associated with the foundation stones of buildings or the pedestals of statues
represented a kind of construction sacrifice and served to guarantee that the posterity would
remember the donor, even if the building should someday collapse.38
Medals did not only serve the courtly historiography and culture of remembrance, but
also were an instrument for raising Maria Theresa's reputation. Therefore, their distribution
was an integral part of royal festivities, such as coronations and weddings. For example, on
the Hungarian coronation in Pressburg (Bratislava), the Imperial and Royal Court Chamber
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(k. u. k. Hofkammer) permitted the distribution of over 16,500 small golden and silver tokens,
which illustrated the political claim of Maria Theresa on their reverses.39 The respectable
guests of the coronation received them at their dinner tables, and the president of the
Hungarian Chamber (ungarische Hofkammerpräsident) even tossed them out to the
assembled spectators on the streets. With this traditional custom, the queen regnant
demonstrated her generosity to the public and included the audience in the historic event.40
Maria Theresa rewarded officers and servants with golden medals of grace
(Gnadenmedaillen) in acknowledgement of their personal services and outstanding
achievements.41 These medals displayed Maria Theresa’s portrait on the obverse and on the
reverse, her motto “JUSTITIA ET CLEMENTIA“ together with her symbolum, the Bohemian
lion holding the Hungarian Patriarch Cross in his right paw and leaning his left one on the
Austrian escutcheon in front of him (Fig. 1).42 Gnadenmedaillen existed in different sizes in
order to adapt their value to the respective addressee and often even provided a ring so they
could be worn. These awards strengthened the bond between the queen-empress and her
subjects. This becomes apparent in the fact that recipients wore their medals on golden chains
of grace in public or even commissioned paintings of themselves with their decorations to
immortalize the honor received.43 Showing these gracious gifts in public, besides, had a rolemodel effect and could spur others to work more zealously. School awards followed a similar
intention, since it was customary to reward students for their outstanding achievements.44
The spirit of competition also found its expression in prize medals, which became
popular throughout Europe in the middle of the 18th century to encourage improvement in
technology and science.45 In cooperation with economic associations, Maria Theresa awarded
golden prize medals to scholars and inventors for the best contributions on publicly
announced prize questions, e.g. prize medals for agriculture in Austria or wool, flax and silk
spinning mills in Milan.46

2.3. The Second Life of Medals: Receptions, Collections and Memorials
Medals not only fulfilled official functions in representation but were also popular objects
among elites of the 18th century. They collected ancient coins as well as contemporary
medals, which they could buy from publishers, at bookstores or from antiquarians. Hence,
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nobles, clergy and academics maintained coin and medal collections as a matter of prestige
and conversed about them with each another.
Numerous publications of the 18th century prove the contemporary interest in medals
in consideration of their historiographic character.47 In this sense, scholars described coins
and medals in periodicals and informed their readers about the historical occasions of these
medals.48 The authors’ intention was thereby not only to present interesting or rare specimens
to potential collectors but also to teach history and explain political or dynastic traditions.49 In
this regard, the medal as three-dimensional artefact gives up its initial function and amplifies
its representative potential due to media transfer.50
The Historische Münzbelustigungen by Johann David Köhler (1684-1755) were
among the first of these publications. Köhler, who was professor of history at the University
of Göttingen, published this numismatic periodical weekly between 1729 and 1750 and
within discussed hundreds of coins and medals.51 These journals became so famous that their
success inspired a range of similar publications during the second half of the 18th century,
such as the papers of George Bauer (1721-1769)52. Bauer, a bookseller in Nuremberg, was
famous for publishing numismatic literature and thereby facilitated the reception of medals of
Maria Theresa and Francis I Stephen. He was in contact with the curator of the emperor’s
coin collection, Valentin Jamerai Duval (1695-1775) and thus obtained permission to publish
specimens of the Imperial collection.53 Bauer edited Das neu eröfnete Münzcabinet […],
based on the collection of Francis I Stephen and including descriptions by Johann Friedrich
Joachim (1713-1767), a professor of history at the University of Halle (Saale).54 Aside from
that, he released a series of Auserlesene und nützliche Neuigkeiten für alle Münzliebhaber in
the years between 1764 and 1772, which contained medals of Maria Theresa and Francis I
Stephen.55

3.

Coins and Medals as Means of Visual Communication

The iconography of early modern coins and medals often refer to ancient models.56 In this
sense, subjects of coins and medal portraits are often equipped with laurel wreaths, tiara, veil,
cuirass or general’s coat to emphasize heroic attributes. The reverses of medals often imitate
antique coin topoi or iconographically refer to predecessors or political role models (Fig. 4,
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11).57 Because of this distinct and widely recognized symbolism, medals could convey
complex messages in a little space.
Maria Theresa’s medals did not differ from those of other sovereigns of her time
regarding their subject matter and functional historic use.58 As occasion-related objects,
however, they are unique sources of Habsburg-Lorraine history and culture. Their mission
was not only to mark historic events or to communicate political messages to contemporaries,
but also to preserve a glorious impression of Maria Theresa’s reign for posterity.59 Hence,
inscriptions and illustrations on medals were well-considered elements of visual
communications.

3.1. King, Empress & Widow: Metallic Portraits of Maria Theresa60
In terms of representation, it was a declared intention to make Maria Theresa’s coin and
medal portraits as lifelike as possible in order to spread her true physiognomy.61 For this
purpose, she engaged talented die engravers, such as Matthaeus Donner (1704-1756), who
created a variety of portrait busts that were used in Vienna's Mint until after his death and
imitated by foreign engravers.62 This happened, for example, to his early portrait of Maria
Theresa, which first appeared between 1741 and 1743 on her Gnadenmedaillen and on the
medals of her royal coronations (Fig. 1- 2). This profile portrait showed the queen with a tiara
and lace hair band, hanging earrings and a pearl brooch at the neckline of her dress. As
Donner’s medal portrait was almost immediately replicated by the Nuremberg medalists
Adam Rudolf Werner (1722-1784) (Fig. 4) and Johann Leonhard Oexlein (1715-1785) (Fig.
5) one could construe this consistent portrayal to be a court-prescribed representation.
Coins and medals illustrated the political identity of Maria Theresa, depicting her bust
in combination with her title and her coat of arms as a symbolic representation of her realm.
The Hungarian ducats, for example, impressively show her in the Hungarian coronation robe
and wearing the crown of Saint Stephen.63 Maria Theresa bore multiple sovereign titles on her
coins:
MAR(ia) THERESIA D(ei) G(ratia) R(omanorum) IMP(eratrix)
GE(rmaniae) HU(ngariae) BO(hemiae) REG(ina) ARCHID(ux) AUS(triae)
DUX BURG(undiae) COM(es) TYR(olis).64
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The Imperial coronation of Francis I Stephen influenced the sovereignty of Maria Theresa, as
she obtained the title “Empress of the Holy Roman Empire and Queen of Germania”,
although she was never crowned.65 Noting this role, the coin reverses minted from 1746
onwards, showed the crowned double-headed eagle of the Holy Roman Empire bearing the
Austrian escutcheon on his breast. Unlike on the emperor’s coins, however, the eagle did not
hold any imperial insignia (sword and scepter) in his claws.66 Furthermore, these coins are
numismatic exceptions. As a sovereign ruler, Maria Theresa could use her right of coinage to
proclaim her title as empress of the Holy Roman Empire which she gained through the
Imperial coronation of her hustband Francis I Stephen.67 No other empress of the Holy
Roman Empire was ever depicted on regular coins. Maria Theresa, however, as a sovereign
ruler, could use her right of coinage to proclaim her title on the coins of her own realm.68
The death of her husband in 1765 caused Maria Theresa to mourn deeply, and she was
henceforth depicted in widow’s dress only (Fig. 10 and 11). Yonan claimed that paintings
from this period mostly concentrated on family scenes, as “reconfiguring power in widow’s
terms made her power appear reduced or limited”.69 This finding is contrary to the evidence
that her coins show, as they combine the sovereign power––represented by the right of
striking coins––and the iconography of widowhood. Nevertheless, Yonan’s assumption
sounds plausible, as archival evidence shows that it reflects the contemporary opinion of
Maria Theresa’s advisors. When Maria Theresa’s coin portrait was to be renewed in 1765, the
president of the Royal Chamber (Hofkammerpräsident) argued that Maria Theresa’s
sovereignty and hence her right of coinage was not affected by the death of her husband,
which the coin portrait of her as a widow might imply.70 Despite this misgiving, the queen
had coins with her veiled portrait minted, rejecting the suggestion of her political advisors.
Thus, the death of Francis I Stephen caused the most distinctive change in Maria Theresa’s
coin and medal portraits. With her widow's picture, she took on a pioneering role in coin
typology, as previously it had been uncommon for widowed monarchs to portray themselves
with widow's veils on coins.71
3.2. “Working Couples”: The Empress-Queen and her Co-Regents on Coins and
Medals
On coins, two types of double portraits have been established since antiquity and are still in
use today for depicting co-regents: the joint portrait with side-by-side staggered profile busts
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and another style with heads facing each other (Fig. 3, 7, 11).72 In an art-historical
iconographic sense, the respective arrangement of two persons means a hierarchy of power,
within which the higher-ranking person is shown in the foreground slightly overlapping the
other person or on the left side of the composition.73 In the case of opposite-sex couples, this
hierarchy is usually not gender-specific, but conditional upon their political ranking. A coin
of Maria I of Portugal (reg. 1777-1792), for example, shows her husband Pedro III in the
background due to his subordinate status.74
The first medals that show the double portrait of Archduchess Maria Theresa of
Austria and Duke Francis Stephen of Lorraine and Bar commemorate their wedding in
1737.75 On the obverse both busts face right with Francis Stephen in the foreground, slightly
overlapping half of Maria Theresa’s head. The position of Francis Stephen in front of Maria
Theresa has political reasons, because in 1737 Maria Theresa, unlike her husband, did not
fulfil a political role. Interestingly, from the period between 1740 and 1745, when Maria
Theresa was politically superior to her husband, no double portraits exist.76
After the coronation of Francis I Stephen as Holy Roman Emperor in 1745, the couple
was depicted together on medals again (Fig. 4, 7). All these portraits depict Maria Theresa
either in the background or on the right of the image, which correlates with the couple’s
hierarchy of power: the emperor stood higher than the queen of Bohemia and Hungary. This
did not change after the death of her husband, because afterwards she was portrayed that
same way together with her son Emperor Joseph II (reg. 1745-1790). Maria Theresa was
never crowned as empress but bore this title from her husband’s coronation in 1745.77 Hence,
she was called ‘Empress Queen’ by British diplomats in their reports to the royal court in
London.78
Regarding the political rank, the medals on the emperor’s visit to the Lower
Hungarian mining towns in 1751 are extraordinary. They show Maria Theresa with the
Hungarian Crown of Saint Stephen and Francis I Stephen with the imperial crown facing
each other (Fig. 7).79 Although the Empress did not even participate in this journey, her
representation with the Crown of Saint Stephen did establish a certain connection between
the emperor and the kingdom of Hungary. In this sense, the visit to the mining towns was not
only motivated by Francis I Stephen’s great scientific interest but also was of economic and
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political importance and therefore stood under the sign and endorsement of the ‘King of
Hungary’.80
In contrast, coins never showed Maria Theresa in double portraits with her co-rulers
Francis I Stephen (co-reg. 1740-1765) or Joseph II (co-reg. 1765-1780).81 Depicting her as an
independent ruler was probably most suitable for coins in order to symbolize that she ruled
not through her husband or son but by law of succession.82 Medals did not make that claim,
as they portrayed Maria Theresa together with her either husband or son respectively as a
‘working couple’.83

3.3. King and Mother: Politics and Gender Aspects on Medals
Women in supreme political positions were common in the 18th century, as they held several
European crowns (e.g. Queen Anne of Great Britain, Queen Christina of Sweden, Tsarina
Catherine of Russia). Most of these female rulers minted coins and commissioned medals.84
However, what marked the visual representations of Maria Theresa’s medals was the
spectrum of different roles she embodied.

The iconographic differentiation of dynastic and

political topics becomes noticeable in the performance of Maria Theresa’s sex. When it
comes to the representation of sovereignty, the adaption of typically ‘male’ imagery is
evident––probably in order to legitimize her rule as a female.85 Hence, these medals show
Maria Theresa as a ‘femme forte’ with masculine-connoted symbols of power, such as a
laurel wreath, a crown or a sword (Fig. 2, 6, 7, 8). Even the motto Justitia et Clementia refers
to the virtue of Maria Theresa and positions her as a righteous and benign ruler.
This cross-gendered iconography is demonstrated on two commemorative medals of
the Hungarian coronation in 1741.86 The first one, by the Viennese Matthaeus Donner, depicts
the symbolic act of the traditional coronation ride (Krönungsritt), showing Maria Theresa
dressed in a coronation robe on horseback as she performs sword thrusts on the coronation
hill (Fig. 2).87 In practicing this ceremonial rite of sovereignty, she followed her male
predecessors as Kings of Hungary and hence proved that she was able to rule like a man.88
Donner’s medal referred to the Hungarian coronation medal of Charles VI., which showed
him in the same pose.89 This medal of Maria Theresa is thus a conscious recourse to the
iconography of her father.90 This aspect accentuates the second medal, made by the
Nuremberger Andreas Vestner (1707-1754), which bears the same iconic picture together
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with the inscription NEC PRISCIS REGIBVS IMPAR, which means that Maria Theresa does
not differ from her predecessors in kingship.91
The Swiss medalist Jean Dassier (1676-1763)92 created another ideal picture of her
sovereignty, as he combining accentuated distinctly feminine portrait of Maria Theresa with
symbols of military power.93 His 1744 engraved medal shows her bust in a lace-trimmed
dress, wearing a drop earring and with long hair pinned up with decorative pearls. By adding
a breastplate above her dress that shows the head of the dying Medusa on it, he created a
subtle link between Maria Theresa and Minerva, the Roman goddess of wisdom and strategic
warfare. His intention becomes even more evident on the back of the medal, which depicts
Minerva herself sitting on the globe underneath the inscription ET MENTE ET ARMIS (Fig.
8).94 The identification of Maria Theresa with Minerva also appears in her coin portraits
between 1753 and 1765.95 On the obverse of her thalers she wears a cuirass with pteryges on
her upper arm (Fig. 6). These portraits with quasi-male iconography connecting her with the
goddess reveal the female ruler as a heroine with male virtues.96 The identification with
Minerva was an essential part of iconography in the second half of the 18th century all across
Europe, especially for female rulers (e.g. Queen Christina of Sweden, Tsarina Catherine of
Russia).97
For another medal of Maria Theresa, the Nuremberg medalist Adam Rudolf Werner
took up the traditional antique representation of Minerva, standing with helmet and lance, and
combined it with the inscription MATER CASTRORUM, known from coins of Faustina II
(130-176) and Julia Domna (160-217) (Fig. 4).98 Although social convention and 18th-century
gender roles prevented Maria Theresa from attending the battlefield at the head of her troops,
Werner’s medal declared conspicuously that the monarch performed the inherent leadership
of her army as “mother of armies” [MATER CASTRORUM]. Moreover, this medal
emphasized the care Maria Theresia had for her soldiers and strengthened the legend of Maria
Theresa as mother of her realm.99
The role model of a rightful and fecund ruler did not contradict with emphasizing the
dynastic continuity of Habsburg rule.100 In consequence of the lack of a male heir to the
throne in 1740, it seemed essential to underscore the fertility of the queen regnant, who gave
birth sixteen times. This programmatic matter is portrayed in a medal celebrating the birth of
Archduke Leopold (II) (1747-1792) with the inscription:
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ARCHIDVCVM GENETRIX DIVVMQVE HOMINVMQVE VOLVPTAS
/ MARIA THERES. AVG. NOVIES FECVNDA
(“Maria Theresa pregnant for the ninth time”).101
The reverse symbolically depicts her fecundity by showing Maria Theresa surrounded by all
her descendants the living as well as the deceased. While she sits amid her seven children,
two stars on the baldachin of her throne symbolize her late daughters Maria Elisabeth
(1737-1740) and Maria Karolina (1740-1741) (Fig. 3).102 This illustration is very particular,
because the famous and exemplary paintings of the imperial family by Martin Meytens
(1695-1770) always include the father, Francis I Stephen.103

3.4. Promoting the Dynasty: Medals as Advertising Giveaways
Not only did Maria Theresa use her own medals to promote the dynasty, she also permitted
medals for her children.104 The propagandistic value of these medals is particularly evident in
a series created by court medalist Anton Wideman for the sons of the empress. These show
the portraits of the young archdukes along with their political mottos and symboli.105 The
visualization of their statesmanlike qualifications staged them as potential heirs to the throne.
The emphasis thereby was obviously on assuring Habsburg-Lorraine succession, which was a
central theme of the visual representation of the family, considering the problematic transfer
of power to Maria Theresa. In addition, medals on the occasions of marriages of the royal
offspring announced dynastic stability. The wedding medals of archduchesses Maria Josepha
(1761-1767) and Maria Karolina (1762-1814) provide examples.106
Maria Josepha was to be married to Ferdinand IV, King of Naples and Sicily (reg.
1759-1825). For the wedding, planned for 14 October 1767, medals with the portrait of the
bride were made.107 The reverses of these medals show a sacrificial table bearing the
escutcheons of Austria and Spain, which Hymenaeus and Cupid join with a connecting band.
Shortly before the wedding day, however, Josepha fell ill with smallpox and died soon
afterwards. Only a few weeks later, Maria Theresa decided to make the next youngest
daughter, Maria Karolina, Queen of Naples-Sicily instead of her late sister. For Karolina’s
wedding day, 7April 1768, commemorative medals were needed. Instead of inventing a new
reverse illustration, though, only the date on the inscription was changed (Fig. 9).108 As this
example shows, the wedding medals had no relevance for the individual princess, but were
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rather diplomatic advertising to propagate the political alliances formed by the dynastically
motivated marriage policy of Maria Theresa.
Furthermore, the impressive production figures illustrate the importance of this type
of medal: they were the visual mass media of the 18th century. The Viennese mint delivered
small commemorative tokens of this wedding to the court for later distribution to highranking persons as well as to the populace. While they struck 102 medals in gold, the edition
of 1,030 pieces in silver was much higher. However, the smaller commemorative tokens were
made in gigantic numbers: 27,000 pieces in gold and silver, with a value of more than 16,200
fl.109

4.

Image-Makers: Initiators and Artists behind Medal Production

Since striking coins and medals required similar working tools, medal production was
regulated for security reasons under the reign of Maria Theresa.110 Therefore, within the
Habsburg realm, only Imperial and Royal Mints had permission to strike medals––private
workshops were forbidden in the territories of Maria Theresa. In Nuremberg and other free
cities of the Holy Roman Empire, self-employed medal-makers and publishers who received
the Emperor’s privilege could produce medals on their own account. According to these
general regulations, different actors initiated, designed and commissioned medals, with the
(official) coinage of medals being constantly under the direct influence of the court in
Vienna.

4.1. Vienna and Nuremberg: Medalists and Conditions of Medal Production
Since Charles VI, the Viennese Mint was the center of medal production in the Habsburg
monarchy.111 Only one medalist was employed at a time, who was supported by one adjunct
and one trainee. They all were subordinate to the Mint Master, who in turn was bound by
instructions to the Court Chamber in Minting and Mining (Hofkammer in Münz- und
Bergwesen). Concerning the medal engravings required by the court, the Mint Master
received precise design templates from officers of the Chamber. The Viennese medalists were
only executing engravers with little artistic freedom; nevertheless, a number of highly
qualified medalists engraved the medals of Maria Theresa in Vienna:112
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The renowned court medalist and sculptor Matthaeus Donner, who had engraved
medals for Charles VI, was still active in Vienna at the beginning of Maria Theresa’s
governance. As mentioned above, his coin and medal portraits of Maria Theresa are among
the most famous and influenced other artists (Fig. 1-2).113 Anton Wideman (1724-1792)114,
Donner’s successor at the Central Mint in Vienna, created the most commonly used double
portrait of Maria Theresa and Francis I Stephen as well as numerous medals of the children of
the imperial couple (Fig. 4, 9). Martin Krafft (1738-1781)115 also worked in Vienna; he had
been Wideman’s trainee in 1761 and even ascended to an adjunct in the same year. However,
when he refused a life-long appointment in 1764, he was released by the Mint. He continued
to work as a medalist, first on private assignments and later in commission of the Dutch and
Italian Departments. His portraits are characterized by incomparable detail and plasticity
(Fig. 10). During the 1770s, Johann Nepomuk Würth (1750-1811)116 was the most important
medalist in the Viennese Mint. His medal portraits contrast strongly with those of his
predecessors, as they can be assigned to early classicism due to their simplicity (Fig. 11).
In the free imperial city of Nuremberg, the production and the trade of medals
flourished.117 One of the city's most prolific medal-makers was Andreas Vestner, who
engraved many medals of Emperor Francis I Stephen.118 He was authorized by the imperial
privilege to “engrave and strike in steel, iron, gold, silver, copper, tin and lead” with the
obligation to spread the fame of the emperor and the House of Austria as author and
distributor.119 In this sense, these medalists were not dependent on orders by the court, but
could publish medals for sale on their personal volition.
One of the circles of private publishers with imperial privilege was Caspar Gottlieb
Lauffer (1674-1745), the general mint warden of the Franconian imperial circle.120 He
probably had his own minting workshop and produced a considerable number of medals. At
the time of Maria Theresa, these were primarily pieces by Johann Leonhard Oexlein
(1715-1787) and Adam Rudolf Werner (1722-1784) (Fig. 3, 5). The self-reliance of
independent publishers allowed them to react quickly to trends in the collectors' market as
well as to current political or dynastic events. Medals by Nuremberg publishers were often
discussed in various contemporary periodicals, which show that their works met the taste of
the times well.
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4.2. The State Chancellor and his Influence on Medal Production
At the Viennese court, State Chancellor Wenzel Anton, Prince of Kaunitz-Rietberg
(1711-1794) was particularly committed to cultivating the image of the imperial family
through the power of medals. In a lecture addressed to the empress, he stressed “what
splendor the government of Louis XIV and the French nation achieved through their beautiful
commemorative medals” and hence argued for the promotion of the queen’s own medal
production.121
He furthermore criticized the conceptual skills of the Viennese medalists, who rarely
reached those of their foreign counterparts, because the focus of their training was only on
technical skills, with the study of antiquity and mythology hardly supported. If the
independent conception of medals was not taught, the Viennese medalists would remain
“mere mechanici and eternal imitators,” according to Kaunitz. Therefore, he pleaded for the
support of young, “with a true genius gifted subjects”, as they could promise “a future useful
service to the Court”.122 He recommended thorough education, proper motivation and future
prospects to prevent emigration of young talents who would have better chances abroad. The
state could expect in return “honor [...] and benefits”, as the country would gain prestige and
profit from talented local artists through commissioned works.
Kaunitz personally advised Maria Theresa on medals. The case of a commemorative
medal on the Peace of Ciezyn (Teschen), which ended the Bavarian War of Succession on 13
May 1779, exemplifies his work (Fig. 11). Concerning a request by Maria Theresa to
commenting on a draft submitted to her, he proposed an amendment.123 Based on his analysis
of the basic concept, which iconographically referred to Roman imperial coins, he
recommended new illustrations for the obverse as well as the reverse, which correspond to
the actually produced medal.124
The aforementioned discussion on the design of the peace medal is interesting not
only regarding the roles of inventors, but because it also clarifies the diplomatic value of
visual and semantic representations on commemorative medals. Thus, Kaunitz criticized the
initial draft regarding the inscription INDULGENTIA AUGG. PACATA GERMANIA. Since
indulgentia "means the indulgence of the superiors against inferiors (...)", this expression
could have been misinterpreted as a pomposity of fame "by others, especially on the Prussian
side".125 In order to prevent any annoyance to the Prussian king after the conclusion of peace,
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the State Chancellor suggested to reduce the inscription to GERMANIA PACATA. The
portraits of Maria Theresa and Joseph II on the obverse would suffice to explain that
Germany owed the peace due to the magnanimous sentiments of the imperial majesties. King
Frederick II of Prussia (reg. 1740-1786) demonstrably paid attention to medals of Maria
Theresa as means of political communication, which is why diplomatic caution was needed
whilst inventing new medals.126

4.3. Honor and Glory for a Private Initiator
Initiators of medals are only known in singular cases. Therefore, a commemorative medal on
the recovery of Maria Theresa from smallpox in 1767 provides an outstanding example (Fig.
10).127 Martin Krafft engraved this medal on the order of the Imperial and Royal Counsellor
and Vice-Director of the Medical Faculty, Johann Andreas Edler von Kestler-Rosenheim
(received a knighthood in 1765), who together with the more famous physician Gerard van
Swieten (1700-1772) healed Maria Theresa from her disease. Kestler-Rosenheim presented
the medal to Maria Theresa in the course of her first visit to the Cathedral of St. Stephen after
her recovery.
This medal became popular because the Pressburger Zeitung described its
presentation and even pointed out that everybody could purchase copies of the medal at the
Mint in Vienna.128 This was made possible as Kestler-Rosenheim, who commissioned and
bought the medal dies from Krafft, later yielded them to the Mint for free use.129 Archive
documents prove that the Mint could obtain a profit of 300 fl. by selling these medals, while
Kestler-Rosenheim did not gain any financial benefit from the medal production. However,
the favor of the empress and his public reputation were guaranteed to him, as Maria Theresa
thanked Kestler-Rosenheim for these efforts initiating this medal with a 450 fl.-worth
diamond ring.

130

Even the newspaper praised him for this “act of patriotism” and

furthermore, complimented the medalist Martin Krafft for his skills. 131

5.

Summarizing Considerations: The Public Image in Coins and Medals

Due to both their physical stability and technical reproducibility, medals can be seen as
widely spread, handy sized monuments. In addition, the variety of metals offered the
opportunity to individually adapt a medal’s value to different recipient groups. These object-
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specific qualities distinguished medals clearly from other genres of art and made them unique
visual communication and representation tools. Moreover, their official character provides
insights into the self-images of monarchs.132

5.1. Mobility and Longevity
Due to their high mobility, coins and medals were able to deliver messages over wide
distances. However, each type of medal served different publics or target groups according to
the event or function it was produced for.133 There were occasional medals, which were
distributed during major celebrations and festivities, award medals for innovative scientists,
school medals for diligent students, medals of grace for loyal subjects or generally
commemorative medals for people who wanted to hold a piece of embossed history in their
hands. These tokens were widely used as part of social life.
As shown in the example of wedding medals, some of these 18th-century medals and
tokens were mass media, which became “comparable to the contemporary engraving or the
broadsheet [...] to the organ of journalism”.134 Medals soon gained publicity beyond their
original target groups, since the collectors’ market demanded reproduced medals in cheaper
materials, and publishers produced copper engravings of medals for broadsheets, magazines
and books.135 This media transfer reached new publicities, as its reproducibility increased the
spread of medals and hence emphasized their memorial aspect.136
Moreover, the passion for medal collecting was promoted through the distribution of
numismatic periodicals, which often specified purchase prices of medals. The broad interest
in medals led to their commercialization and subsequently to later re-strikes in cheaper
materials, for example in tin. Although medals were superficially produced as awards and
collectibles for contemporaries, creators were always aware of their preservation for
posterity.137 The use of medals as “visual long-term storage” is illustrated by the above-cited
inscription of the foundation stone medal for the construction of the barracks in Vienna
(Fig. 3).138 Medals were meant to preserve for many centuries just as ancient coins did, thus,
they should transmit the ruler’s portrait and his political message to ensuing ages.139 Hence,
the iconography of Roman imperial coins was often used as a model for 18th-century medal
portraits.140
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The medals of Maria Theresa were not planed as strategically as the histoire
métallique of Louis XIV, but are still part of the culture of remembrance, lasting until today.
The function of the medal as a medium of memory and representation led to the
interdisciplinary reception of medal portraits. Embedded in pictorial compositions of other
visual art genres, depictions of medals can be found in copper engravings, frescoes or
sculptures.141 As discrete pictorial elements, medallions were integrated in new thematic
contexts, where they once again lived up to their primary function of representation.142

5.2. Plasticity and Interactivity
Medals differ from other visual art genres, especially because of the plasticity of their
significance; thus, they are not only image carriers, but also three-dimensional historic
artefacts. Due to their portability, medals in many cases were associated with certain actions
or interactions. In this sense, medals did not just persist. Medals were in use, since they were
awarded, tossed, worn on chains, laid under foundation stones or collected and traded––
shortly: medals fulfilled functions. As consequence of their involvement in political and
cultural activities, medals at the time of Maria Theresa were objects of social life and a sort of
media that facilitated communication in the broadest sense.
Moreover, medals did not only deliver certain pictorial or written messages, they also
allowed interpersonal communication. The small and handy dimensions of coins and medals
made it possible to carry portraits of people around, or in the figurative sense, to be close to
them.143 The accessibility of the portraits enhances this effect by symbolizing the presence of
persons and allowing the public to touch them physically. Medals can also be seen as media
of social interaction, both horizontal and vertical. When Maria Theresa awarded a medal to a
deserving subject, she thereby conveyed her appreciation; the recipient, in turn, showed his
loyalty to the empress by wearing the award. The medal symbolized the interaction between
two persons and thus became signifiers expressing Maria Theresa's generosity and the
recipient’s recognition.144
The multitude of different occasions and functions of medals attest to their importance
in art and cultural history in the context of state and political practice.145 In this sense, medals
serve as notable sources for the study of modern ruling culture. If medals, as prestigious
awards, promote the diligence and loyalty of the subjects, they were more than just
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decorations, picture carriers, or memorabilia; they were also instruments of authority and
sovereignty.

5.3. Medals, an 18th-Century (Social) Media
As common as medals were in the 18th century, it is difficult to find analogies for them in our
time. Medals were more than just image sources or “press photos”; they were threedimensional and long-lasting monuments. At the same time, they were also status symbols,
because wearing a medal around one’s neck was a great distinction and a royal honor. Hence,
medals to some extent can be regarded as social network service, since they mark relations,
are collected, swapped and presented, and hence strengthen relationships and networks.
Collectors created a timeline by displaying their medals chronologically like a histoire
métallique in the cases of their coin cabinets. Through such presentation, they formed a
gallery-like picture story of the most important events in a ruler’s life.146 These in turn,
inspired royals to provide the collectors––their “followers”––with the latest news through
medals, so that they could “like” or “share” them. This was always done with the intention of
improving the sovereign’s own reputation while achieving the highest possible reach. In this
sense, it may be possible to draw certain parallels with today's channels of visual
communication. When the Wiener Diarium reported that Maria Theresa struck a medal
herself for the first time at the opening of the new mint in 1753,147 this is in the broadest
sense reminiscent of the newspaper report by The New York Times on the first Instagram
posting by Queen Elizabeth in 2019.
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Figures

Fig. 1: Gnadenmedaille of Maria Theresa, without date (1745-1765), medallist: Matthaeus Donner (Vienna);
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 1853bβ; gold, 103,42 g, 68 x 60 mm; © KHM-Museumsverband.

Fig. 2: Commemorative medal on the Hungarian coronation of Maria Theresa in 1741, medallist: Matthaeus
Donner (Vienna); Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 1885bβ; gold, 69,75 g, 44,2 mm; © KHMMuseumsverband.

Fig. 3: medal of the foundation stone of the new built barracks in Vienna in 1751, medallist: Anton Wideman
(Vienna); Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 1715bβ; gold, 69,66 g, 48,8 mm; © KHM-Museumsverband.
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Fig. 4: medal on the care about military in 1743, medallist: Adam Rudolf Werner (Nuremberg);
Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 6207/1914B; tin, 37,79 g, 43,5 mm; © KHM-Museumsverband.

Fig. 5: commemorative medal on the birth of Archduke Leopold (II) in 1747, medallist: Johann Leonhard
Oexlein (Nuremberg); Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 1711bβ; silver, 21,8 g, 40,7 mm;

© KHM-

Museumsverband.

Fig. 6: Maria Theresa, thaler 1757, Vienna; Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 137268; silver, 28,06 g, 41,8
mm; © KHM-Museumsverband.

Fig. 7: medal on the visit of Emperor Francis I Stephan in the Hungarian mines in 1751, medallist: Matthaeus
Donner (Vienna); Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 1678bβ; gold, 10,42 g, 29,2 mm; © KHMMuseumsverband.
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Fig. 8: medal on the sovereignty of Maria Theresa, 1743, medallist: Jean Dassier (Geneva); Kunsthistorisches
Museum Wien, MK 1855bβ; gold, 123,79 g, 54,6 mm; © KHM-Museumsverband.

Fig. 9: medal on the wedding of Archduchess Maria Karolina with Ferdinand IV, king of Naples and Sicily,
1768, medallist: Anton Wideman (Vienna); Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 6553bβ; gold, 34,47 g; 42,4
mm; © KHM-Museumsverband.

Fig. 10: commemorative medal on the recovery of Maria Theresa from the pillbox in 1767, medallist: Martin
Krafft (Vienna); Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 1688bβ; gold, 104,35 g, 57,8 mm; © KHMMuseumsverband.
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Fig. 11: medal on the peace agreement of Teschen (Cieszyn) in 1779, medallist: Johann Nepomuk Würth
(Vienna); Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, MK 1828bβ; gold, 52,27 g, 45,9 mm; © KHM-Museumsverband.
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